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ABSTRACT

In the present monetary situation, credit card use has gotten normal. These cards allow the user to make payments online and even in person. Online payments are very convenient, but it comes with its own risk of fraud. With the expanding number of credit card users, frauds are also expanding at the same rate. Some machine learning algorithms can be applied to tackle this problem. In this paper an evaluation of supervised and unsupervised machine learning algorithms has been presented for credit card fraud detection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the increase in internet usage, online shopping has become a trend and growing rapidly as it has become a one stop place for shoppers’ diverse purchase list. There are over 1.9 billion online shoppers worldwide and USA alone has over 240 million shoppers. According to US Census Bureau News, in the third quarter of 2020 there has been an increase of 36% in online sales when compared to that in 2019. Debit card or credit card is used as the main mode of payment for online sales which has led to a raise in frauds. According to a report by Shift CC Processing, credit card frauds has resulted in $24.26 billion in 2018 and US leads as the most credit card fraud prone country with 38.6% of reported credit card frauds. It is necessary to support the payment systems with an efficient fraud detection capability to minimize unwanted adversary activities.

Credit card fraud detection is based on analysis of a card’s spending behaviours and identifying their transactions into fraudulent and legitimate transactions. Various difficulties are related with credit card fraud detection: (1) fraudulent behaviour profiles are dynamic in nature that is fraudulent transactions generally appear as though genuine ones; (2) credit card transaction datasets are rarely available due to privacy and security concerns and the accessible datasets are profoundly imbalanced; (3) optimal feature selection for the models; (4) suitable metric to evaluate performance of models on skewed credit card fraud data. Many techniques have been applied to credit card fraud detection such as artificial neural network [1], genetic algorithms [2,3], frequent item set mining [4], decision trees [5], migrating birds optimization algorithm [6], naïve Bayes [7].

The objective of this paper is to evaluate an imbalanced dataset based on few performance parameters using supervised machine learning (a. Logistic Regression, b. Support Vector Machine (SVM), c. Random Forest) and unsupervised machine learning (a. Isolation Forest, b.
Local Outlier Factor, c. k-Means) algorithms and determine the best algorithm for credit card fraud detection. The rest of the paper is organised as following. A brief literature review is done in section 2. In section 3, we study the fundamentals of the algorithms used in this paper. Section 4 deals with the parameters used in this paper to determine the best algorithm. Experimental results are analysed in section 5 and concluded in section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

In recent days credit card fraud detection has drawn a lot of research interest and several techniques and strategies for detection. The work in [8] gives an exhaustive discussion on the difficulties and issues of fraud detection research. Mohammad et. al., [9] inspected the most well-known sorts of credit card fraud and the current nature-inspired detection strategies that are utilized in detection methods. A detailed comparison is made between decision tree and support vector machine by Sahin and Duman [10] in detecting credit card fraud. They divide the entire dataset into three groups which differ in ratio between fraudulent transactions and legitimate ones and develop a series of seven decision tree and SVM based models. The experimental results indicate that decision tree-based model is better than SVM model.

In 2019, Naik et. al., [11] have used naïve Bayes, logistic regression J48 and adaboost algorithms for credit card fraud detection and observed that the highest accuracy is obtained for both adaboost and logistic regression algorithms. Since both the algorithms had the same accuracy, time factor was taken into consideration to determine that adaboost algorithm works well to detect credit card fraud.

Sailusha et. al., [12] compares random forest and adaboost algorithms as machine learning techniques for credit card fraud detection. Both the algorithms have same accuracy but when precision, recall and F1 scores are considered, the random forest algorithm has the highest value than adaboost algorithm. Lorenzo et. al., [13] have used isolation forest and local outlier factor for anomaly detection. It works better on unlabelled dataset. The algorithm allows avoiding the subtask of detection.

3. ALGORITHMS

Machine learning is an art of programming computer, so they can learn from data. Machine learning systems can be classified according to the amount and type of supervision they get during training process. There are four major categories: Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning, Semi Supervised Learning, Reinforcement Learning. In Supervised Learning [14], the training data carries a label (desired solution) that is fed to the algorithm. The training data in Unsupervised Learning is unlabelled, and the system tries to learn by itself without a teacher. Semi Supervised Learning deals with partially labelled training data, usually a lot of unlabelled data and a little bit of labelled data. In Reinforcement Learning, the algorithm learns a policy of how to act given an observation of the world. Every action has some impact in the environment, and the environment provides feedback that guides the learning algorithm.

3.1. Supervised Machine Learning Algorithms

The learning process in a simple supervised learning model is divided into two steps: training and testing. During the training process, the training data is taken as input in which features are extracted and learned by the learning algorithm to build the learning model [15]. In testing process, the predictions are made on the test data using the model that was built in the training
process. Supervised learning is the most common technique used in the classification problems. Let us see the three supervised learning algorithms used in this paper.

**Logistic Regression:** It is basically a probabilistic model which makes use of a logistic function to model a binary dependent variable. A logistic model has a dependent variable with two possibilities such as pass/fail, true/false, 0/1. The output of this function will be one of the possibilities with a probability value. The logit function is the logarithm of the odds ratio (probability of an event occurring). The function maps the input in the range [0,1] to a real-number range.

\[
\text{odds ratio} = \frac{p}{1 - p}
\]

Where \( p \) = probability of the positive event

\[
\text{logit} = \log(\text{odds ratio}) = \log\left(\frac{p}{1 - p}\right)
\]

**Support Vector Machine:** It is a classifier that maps feature from the non-linear input space to a higher dimensional feature space. The objective of the support vector machine algorithm is to find a hyper plane in an N-dimensional space that distinctly classifies the data points. This converts complex classification problems to linear in a higher dimensional space. For any two classes of data points there are many possible hyperplane that separates the data points and the goal is to find one such hyperplane whose distance between the data points are at a maximum distance. Maximizing the margin distance provides some reinforcement so that future datapoints will be classified with more confidence.

**Random Forest:** This is basically an ensemble classifier (ensemble method is about combining models to an ensemble such that the ensemble has a better performance than the individual model on an average). It combines through a majority decision tree classifier and the output is combined through a majority. Random Forest can be understood as bagging (bagging is similar to majority voting but uses some learning algorithm to fit models on different subsets of the training data) with decision trees, but instead of growing the decision trees by basing the splitting criterion on the complete feature set, we use random feature subsets. To summarize, in random forests, the decision tree is fit on different bootstrap samples, and for each decision tree, a random subset of features is selected at each node upon optimal split.

### 3.2. Unsupervised Machine Learning Algorithms

It refers to the utilization of Artificial intelligence algorithms to recognize patterns in datasets containing datapoints that are neither classified nor labelled. Unlike supervised learning, data is not split into training and testing datasets. The algorithms are thus allowed to classify labels and/or group the datapoints in the datasets without having any external guidance in performing that task. It allows the system to identify patterns within datasets on its own. Unsupervised learning system will group unsorted information according to similarities and differences even though there are no categories provided. Unsupervised Learning is the most common technique in the clustering problems. Let us see the three unsupervised learning algorithms used in this paper.

**Local Outlier Factor:** Outliers are patterns in the datasets that do not conform to the expected behaviour. There are mainly two types of outliers: Global Outliers and Local Outliers. In global
outliers the datapoints are significantly different from the rest of the dataset. In local outliers, the datapoints are significantly different from their neighbours in the dataset. Local outlier factor is a score that tells how likely a certain data is an outlier. It is a calculation that looks at the neighbours of a certain point to find out its density and compare this to the density of other points later. It performs well when the density of the data is not the same throughout the dataset.

**Isolation Forest:** It is similar to random forest and is built on the basis of decision trees. It explicitly identifies anomalies or outliers rather than profiling normal datapoints. It isolates observations by randomly selecting a feature and then randomly selecting a split value between the maximum and minimum values of that selected feature. The split depends on how long it takes to separate the points. In principle, outliers are less frequent than regular observation and are different from them in terms of values as they lie further away from the regular observations in the feature space. When a forest of random trees collectively produces shorter path lengths for samples, they are highly likely to be anomalies.

**K-means:** It is an iterative method that tries to partition the dataset into ‘K’ pre-defined distinct non-overlapping clusters where each datapoint belongs to only one cluster. It tries to make the intra-cluster datapoint as similar as possible while keeping the cluster as far as possible. It assigns datapoints to a cluster such that the sum of squared distance between the datapoints and the cluster centroid is at the minimum. The less variations we have within the clusters, the more homogeneous the datapoints are within the same cluster. In K-means algorithm, we first specify the number of clusters K and initialize centroids by shuffling the dataset and then randomly selecting K data points for centroids without replacement. Continue iterating until there is no change to the centroids or until the iteration process has been completed.

## 4. Performance Measure

To evaluate the performance of a particular model, we make use of various parameters. Confusion matrix is a summary table showing how good the model is at prediction by plotting the number of correct predictions against the number of incorrect predictions. It has four categories: True Positive (TP), here the predicted value matches the actual value. Actual value was positive, and the model predicted a positive value. True Negative (TN), here the predicted value matches the actual value. The actual value was negative, and the model predicted a negative value. False Positive (FP), here the predicted value was falsely predicted. Actual value was negative, but the model predicted a positive value. False Negative (FN), here the predicted value was falsely predicted, the actual value was positive, but the model predicted a negative value.

Accuracy is a measure of how many correct predictions your model made. It is a good basic metric to measure the performance of a model, but the downside of a simple accuracy is that it works well in balanced datasets and becomes poorer metric in unbalanced datasets.

\[
\text{accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN}
\]

Recall is a measure of how many true positives get predicted out of all the positives in the dataset. It is also called as sensitivity. The recall value can often be turned by tuning several parameters of the machine learning model. A high recall means that most of the positive cases was labelled as positive. A low recall means that there is a high number of false negative.

\[
\text{recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]
Precision is a measure for the correctness of a positive prediction. It means that if a result is predicted as positive, how sure can you be that the result is actual positive.

\[
\text{precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

As with recall, precision can be turned by tuning the parameters of the model. A higher precision typically leads to a lower recall and higher recall leads to a lower precision. So, there is a trade-off between precision and recall.

F1 is a combination of precision and recall, namely their harmonic mean. It is needed when the balance between precision and recall must be maintained.

\[
F1 = 2 \frac{\text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}
\]

5. Experimental Results

The dataset for the experiment was taken from Kaggle [18] website. It contains transactions made by credit cards in 2013. The dataset is labeled and contains fraudulent transactions with 492 out of total transactions of 284,807. Therefore, the data is considered to be unbalanced since the fraudulent cases are 0.173%. Figure 1 shows the distribution of dataset. It consists of 30 columns without the column labels. In order to conserve privacy, a PCA projection was applied to all columns excluding: time and amount features. Therefore, all columns are numerical variables. The labels columns contain a breakdown of the two classes where 0 and 1 correspond to a valid transaction and fraud, respectively.

![Figure 1. Distribution of dataset](image)

The main purpose of this study is to demonstrate how the various algorithms perform on the dataset. Figure 2 shows the accuracy scores for all the algorithms. The highest accuracy scores are averaged about 99% but these accuracy scores are misleading since, accuracy metric is only
well suited for balanced datasets. Table 1 shows the calculations of accuracy, precision, recall and F1 scores which will help in determining the best algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>0.9326</td>
<td>0.9703</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.9574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.9479</td>
<td>0.9849</td>
<td>0.9191</td>
<td>0.9785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.9435</td>
<td>0.9715</td>
<td>0.9293</td>
<td>0.9583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation Forest</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.9977</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Outlier Factor</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.9967</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-means</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.9982</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.9798</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Accuracy scores for each algorithm.

Table 1. Performance measure for supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms.

Precision gives us an idea of how many times the algorithm has detected the fraud correctly, recall gives an idea of how much it detects and F1 score helps in maintaining the precision recall trade off. Based on these ideas, it is observed that precision value for K-means algorithm is highest, recall value is highest for random forest algorithm and F1 score is highest for support vector machine algorithm. Precision value for support vector machine is very close to the precision score for K-means and has a very good recall value of 0.9191 which is next to recall value of random forest. Support vector machine algorithms performs very well for credit card fraud detection with an accuracy of 98.49% and a high precision/recall value.

6. CONCLUSION

We have developed supervised and unsupervised models with the goal to detect fraudulent transactions from a large unbalanced dataset. Comparative results in terms of the comparison metric is the percentage of correctly identifying fraudulent transactions and precision, recall, accuracy and F1 score have been presented. In fact, accuracy can be misleading where it could misrepresent a machine learning technique. For example, local outlier factor has an accuracy of 99.67% but performs poorly based on precision and recall values. So precision, recall and F1 score values plays a significant role in deciding the best algorithm for fraud detection. K-means algorithms is the best among the unsupervised learning algorithms and support vector machine performs well among all the algorithms used.
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